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Welcome to yet another exciting edition
of the NewsBite, the official newsletter of
BU ASDA Newsletter Committee! This one
is definitely going to be a special publication
for me as it is my last before graduating this
May. Serving as BU ASDA’s Newsletter chair
these past 3 years has been a great journey. The NewsBite will always have a special
place in my heart--a lot of hard work goes
into each publication from many people
and I will truly miss this rewarding role!
I became involved with the Newsletter
committee by writing and submitting an
article my first year. After becoming Editor-In-Chief, I tried with my team to incorporate a potpourri of changes in concepts, themes, columns, managing styles,
and other innovations with keeping one
thing consistent: our purpose of building a
strong platform medium for our students
and faculty/staff to stay connected on and
off campus. In this edition, we present to
you articles on various topics and featured
photography submitted by our talented students.
I would like to thank my Newsletter executive board throughout the years for their

support, all the writers, photographers, and
faculty who contributed to this and past issues. Also a huge thank you to Ms. Charis
Anderson McCarthy from Communications
for editing and Dr. Joseph Calabrese and
Dean Hutter for supporting our mission for
the NewsBite!
As my dental school years have come to
an end, during these past four years being
involved in the Newsletter, I have learned
a lot and had an opportunity to work with
many skilled, talented, and passionate individuals. I am confident it will remain in good
hands and the legacy will move forward.
On behalf of myself and the Newsletter
committee, I hope that you, the readers,
will enjoy reading this latest issue. We sincerely appreciate your feedback or inquiries
to busasdanewsletter@gmail.com!
Congrats to my fellow 2020 graduates.
Wishing you health, happiness, and the best
of success in all of your future endeavors!
Happy reading,

Pujitha Talasila
DMD 2020
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IMPOSTER
SYNDROME
IBI ETOMI | DMD 2021

You may have already heard
something about this syndrome – Imposter Syndrome –
thrown around the last couple
of years.
Imposter Syndrome is defined as a chronic feeling of
self-doubt and fear of being
discovered as an intellectual
fraud. Maybe you were never
able to put a name to it until now, but if you have ever
been afraid to ask a question
because of how you might be
perceived, or terrified to make
mistakes because you feel like
you will appear incompetent,
you may have been experiencing this syndrome. Imposter
Syndrome is not an official diagnosis of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM), but it is a
catch-all term for intellectual
self-doubt that can manifest
as anxiety, procrastination,
and depression. It is especially pervasive in graduate students, and increasingly, more
researchers are studying this
phenomenon in medical and
dental students.
It is not a secret at this
6
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point: You are smart. And
you work hard, otherwise,
you wouldn’t have made it this
far into dental school. You’ve
learned at this point how to
ace exams, and you know the
best way to study. But now in
dental school, you are facing
a lot of challenges, and they
are coming at you fast. We
are entering a field in which
we will be entrusted with patients, and the gap between
what we know and what we
need to know seems so impossibly wide at this point. It is
only natural to feel frustrated
and stressed at various points
in school. However, it can become a problem when these
feelings, instead of being
fleeting, become more permanent. This can then lead to a
feeling of burnout and a general dissatisfaction with your
career path.
For this reason, I have compiled a list based on the advice of mentors and friends,
my personal experiences, and
Google to help anyone who
may be experiencing this phenomenon.

1. Find (or become) a mentor: Both becoming a mentor and receiving mentorship
is a great way not only to realize how far
you have come, but also to remember that
dental school is not impossible and there
are those who have done this before you.
2. Get organized: You are already under
tremendous stress, so don’t be unprepared
on top of it. I am currently waging my own
battle against procrastination, but with the
help of planners, calendars, and Post-it
notes, I am trying to get ahead of my deadlines.
3. Celebrate yourself: I have witnessed
this more times than I can count, but in
an effort to appear humble, I see so many
people downplaying their success or believing their accomplishments are a fluke.
Give yourself some credit once in a while.
4. Rediscover your hobbies: Dental
school requires a great deal of time and
energy. But to avoid burnout, try to make
time for activities outside of school. Especially when you get organized (see #2),
a lot more free time opens up to do other
things outside of school.
5. Seek professional help: There are
services available at the school to support
you and get you on track with your mental health. I have provided the address to
services as well as the link to additional
services that Student Affairs has shared on
their page.
BU Behavioral Medicine
(617) 353-3569

881 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215
http://www.bu.edu/shs/behavioral-medicine/

This list is by no means exhaustive,
but I think it could be a good start for
anyone who may be experiencing these
emotions. We will inevitably make mistakes throughout dental school--we
are learning. It is completely normal
for everyone to experience frustration,
stress, and self-doubt during various
points in their lives, but it is important
to prevent yourself from dwelling upon
these emotions and allowing them to
consume too much of your time. You
have already come this far and each experience is bringing you closer to your
goal. ◆
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Just before I turned 28, I was diagnosed with stage 3 Hodgkin lymphoma that was spreading into my
neck, chest, and suprailiac lymph
nodes. I had a lot of mixed emotions, from disappointment to anxiety to feeling isolated--even though
I was surrounded by my family and
friends. It felt as though they could
not really put themselves in my
shoes and think like me, a cancer
patient. I put my life on pause, put
aside my dreams and goals just so
I could focus on surviving. During
this time, I received an invitation
to interview at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine. I
was thrilled and ecstatic, but also
had a million other thoughts about
my cancer diagnosis; fear set in
even before I could even fully register my happiness about getting an
interview.
Pursuing dentistry in the United
States was my biggest dream of all.
The week of my cancer diagnosis
and interview invite was very emotional, full of hard decisions. I came
to the conclusion that there is only
one outcome in my case: I WILL
fight this battle and I WILL come
out stronger. After four doses of
chemotherapy, I flew to the United
States for my interview. I refused
to let cancer pause my life or even
make a slight change in my plan. I
remember flying for more than 20
hours after my fourth chemo session. I experienced numerous side
effects on this long flight, but one
thing kept me going: my fuel and
passion for dentistry. I had the best
oncologist who supported my plan
and put me on aggressive drugs to

AHMED ABUGAD | AS 2021
allow me to win my fight.
A week later after my interview, I
came back to Egypt accepted as an
DMD Advanced Standing student
at the prestigious Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of
Dental Medicine. I was full of pride
and excitement to start this new
chapter, but I knew I first needed to
finish treatment and survive cancer. Due to some complications, I
was not able to start the program
on time, but the dental school generously accommodated this. I am
so grateful to the dental school
and the admissions department
who supported me. They deferred
my admission and checked in on
my treatment progress regularly,
and they helped me finish all my
paperwork so I could focus on my
recovery.
I remember walking from the
hospital after my last chemotherapy treatment, full of joy and humility. Throughout this journey, I met
amazing people in the hospital,
survivors like me. From teaching
one another tricks to dealing with
the horrible side effects to offering
emotional support to one another,
my perspective on life has changed
tremendously. I stopped taking everything for granted, and I valued
every small detail in my life.

Being a cancer survivor made me
fearless and made me work harder
for my dreams, even through obstacles. The hospital environment
let me believe that helping others
means helping yourself: I saw myself in everyone’s story. I was the
son of some older patients and a
friend to the younger ones.
Cancer also made me aware of
the crisis in my home country over
the cost of the treatment. I used
all of my savings for my treatment,
and my parents paid for the remaining. There was no insurance
coverage, and for the public, the
drugs either weren’t available or
treated only some types of cancer.
This was in addition to very long
lines of waiting, and I realized that
my country holds high mortality
rates in cancer treatments. This
is what inspired me to join and be
active in the Egyptian cancer network. I want to give back as much
as I can.
As I celebrated my 30th birthday
last month, I am so grateful for my
health, my parents, Boston University, and my friends. The best lesson I learned is that cancer can’t be
an excuse to put your life on hold.
With this, I am so ready to tackle
anything life throws into my path.
It made me that much stronger. ◆
Spring 2020
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PLACING A DENTAL IMPLANT
FOR THE FIRST TIME
ABDULL AH ABDEL AZIZ | DMD 2020

I was about 18 or 19 when I was introduced to the
concept of a dental implant. I was getting my twicea-year checkup at my local family dentist when I first
noticed the word “Implantology.” It was on a plaque
hanging in the waiting room that read “Certified and
Advanced Education in Implantology.” It caught my
attention, since this was at a time when I was highly
motivated about the career path of dentistry. The
moment I was called up and sat in that dental chair,
I had to ask the million-dollar question, ”How much
is a dental implant?” The dentist chuckled, gave
me an estimate, and proceeded with my checkup.
There were so many thoughts running through my
head that I didn’t know how to ask the right questions to understand what an implant was. After the
visit, the dentist and I spoke a little bit about when
to use an implant and why he decided to place them
in his office. I do not remember a single thing we
spoke about, but I do remember that he was extremely passionate about it.
Fast forward seven years, I am now a dental student who will be placing my first-ever dental implant. The process leading up to the surgical day of
the osteotomy for the implant was just as exciting as
placing the implant. At every step before and during
the procedure, it challenged me to apply multiple
concepts from different disciplines. The beginning
stage was to obtain a CBCT to see any contraindications or precautions to take due to any unique
anatomical structures. This allowed me to engage
my knowledge on identifying structures on a CBCT.
The ability to use an Omnicam and CEREC system
helped engage my knowledge to apply fixed prosthetics concepts to various case scenarios correctly.
The knowledge, the expertise, and motion prior
to placing the implant challenged me outside of my
comfort zone. I needed to retain information and
stretch beyond my boundaries in order to be exemplary at every step: creating the osteotomy, understanding the conceptualization of implant placement, using the correct torque force, and finally
placing the implant with the healing abutment. To
8
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me, it felt like it was 10 minutes, but the whole procedure took about an hour. It was something I was
very new to and never expected I would be finally
placing one. I felt happy, joyful, and excited. The
whole procedure went smoothly with no hiccups,
and having the right faculty and assistant made the
process better. As a future dentist, the quality of
education and preparation of the implant placement provided by BU was exemplary and made me
grateful for the opportunity.

My Commitment to

Military
Dentistry
JORDAN YEE | DMD 2020

Abdullah & Dr. Khiblil in clinic!

As my last year goes by, it is well known that BU
has placed a set of standards and encourages us
as students to place these implants. The process,
protocol, and accepting of cases are made so easy
and without any pushback that it supports students
in treatment planning and placing implants. This is
very advantageous in our predoctoral curriculum,
and as the technology advances in our school, so do
the students. The overall experience has made me
feel adept and confident as I am entering my career
as a dentist. ◆

“I, Jordan Yee, do solemnly swear that I will
support and defend the Constitution of the
United States against all enemies, foreign and
domesti-”
*FREEZE FRAME*
Yup, that’s me. You’re probably wondering
how I got there. Never could I imagine that
joining the armed forces would benefit my
dental education and future career. But after
much internal deliberation and reflection, I decided that pursuing the Military’s Health Professions Scholarship Program (HPSP) was the
right choice for me. Perhaps, it can be the right
one for you too!
What is the HPSP?
For prospective students who are applying
to, or enrolled in dental school, the HPSP is
a three- or four-year full-tuition scholarship.
In exchange, an active duty service obligation
is required for the same amount of years the
scholarship is awarded. For the most part, the
scholarship is identical among all three branches of the military: Army, Navy, and Air Force.
During a student’s time in dental school, the
HPSP covers tuition, reimbursements for required books, rental equipment and general
school-related fees, and it gives recipients 45
days of active duty pay each year. A stipend
of currently $2,300 is provided to cover food
and housing costs (although that doesn’t leave
much room for extra activities when living in

Spring 2020
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Boston!). Some of the major stipulations when applying include: being a U.S. citizen, attending an accredited
dental school, having attained a bachelor’s degree, and
physically qualifying as a commissioned officer.
Why I chose the HPSP:
I knew that financial relief alone could not be the only
reason I commit four years of my life to the military, no
matter how enticing free tuition sounded to me. Therefore, I had to determine what it was truly like being a military dentist. This included shadowing at military dental
clinics and interviewing the current dentists there. It was
there I discovered that the values and goals I had in my
pursuit to becoming a competent future dentist were
the same ones that these military dentists had for themselves. They had the opportunity to provide the highest
care to their patients because the treatment was fully
covered. In terms of technology, many of the clinics had

10
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digital dentistry including scanning and milling crowns,
as well as most recently being able to place implants
chairside. These dentists could focus purely on dentistry without the stress, overhead, and daily management
duties that come with owning a practice. As for continuing education, these military dentists explained that
there were plenty of opportunities to pursue dental specialties, civilian CE courses, or even higher ranks in the
military. Also, many of the dentists admired much of the
connections and camaraderie they built, explaining that
there was nothing quite like joining a community sharing
the same overall sense of purpose.
Some of the potential disadvantages with being in the
military is that the needs of the military will always come
first. Therefore, I never fully have control of where I
could be stationed. This could be tough if you have a
spouse trying to advance a career, or if you have extended family who value your presence at home. This also

means the possibility of deployment even if I am only
a dentist. While I have to maintain a certain physical
fitness standard, my civilian counterpart can rest easy
and not have to worry about running or doing pushups.
Again though, with the right mindset, these “disadvantages” can be adjusted to become growth opportunities.
Overall, there are certainly pros and cons of being a
military dentist. I made lists of what I wanted in a career.
I did numerous calculations of the payments I would be
making after graduation. I looked into the potential bases I could be stationed at. In the end, dedicating four
years of service to the military was the right choice
for me. I realize now the significance in an anonymous
quote that is applicable to all of us in dental school:

“Work in something we hate is called
stress, while work in something we love is
called passion.”

The military and life in general will have its challenges. However, there is no greater personal reward than
using our passion for dentistry to help patients in need,
whether they are in the military or not.
If you are late to applying to the HPSP program, there
is another loan repayment option for graduated dentists
through the military. For example, the Health Professions Loan Repayment Program (HPLRP) allows new
dentists to join with a loan repayment of $40,000/year
(minus taxes). If interested, the first step is reaching out
to a military recruiter to help you get more information
about the application. And if the military is not for you,
that’s fine too. That’s what makes dentistry such a great
profession: the ability to find your calling and the freedom to fulfill career goals in an abundance of opportunities. The military is only one of them. ◆

Spring 2020
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Motherhood & Dental School

SAFA AL ATHARI | DMD 2020

The fact is that being a mom is hard; the reality is
that being a mom during dental school is even harder,
yet not impossible. Before planning my pregnancy, I
talked to a couple of current moms who had children
while being in a rigorous program like dental school.
They warned me it was not going to be easy and it will
be hard being a student. However, I was determined
that I can do anything I set my mind to. I am now a
fourth-year dental student gearing towards graduation with a healthy 19-month year old son; I survived!
I never regretted the decision to have my baby
while I was in my second year of dental school. I had
minimal family support regarding this and even my
husband was hesitant, but I was positive that I could
manage my time to raise a baby and keep doing well
in school. For anyone that is planning a pregnancy
while in dental school, I would suggest to wait until
12
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after completing second year as the first two years
are very didactic and learning-based to build a strong
foundation for clinic.
My son was born the summer before third year. I
planned my pregnancy to deliver in the summer break
before we start clinic. Unfortunately, I had a preterm
labor, and I delivered during my second-year finals.
I had two weeks of recovery and then went back to
take all of my missed finals in two weeks only, while
all my classmates had already started clinic. I took my
exams while I was pumping milk for my two-week-old
infant. I had to leave the baby with my husband since
he took his paternity leave after mine. This was a lot
of planning on our end, but with the right planning, it
is doable!
It took a couple of weeks to get the results of my
final exams back, and I was not able to start clinic

until I passed all my second-year finals. The wait for
those results was definitely stressful, but thank God, I
passed! By that time my baby boy was six weeks old; I
had to put him in a full-time day care. I used to wake
up very early to drop him off around 6:30 AM, and
then go to school to start seeing my patients. However, I was so stressed about falling behind with clinical
requirements. In the beginning when I started clinic, I had a few hiccups like a lot of no-shows. This
made me even more worried about falling behind, so
I became proactive by also bringing some patients in
such as medical school students, Uber drivers, and
relatives.
I was determined in working hard in clinic and getting as much done as I can efficiently while also going
home to spend memorable moments with my son.
Witnessing his first walking and babbling, I was the

happiest! In the first year of clinic, I managed to finish
a big chunk of my requirements in operative, perio,
fixed, and endo. Now, in my second year of clinic, I go
to clinic a little less often due to being proactive in the
previous year. This way, I get to spend more time with
my son. Watching my baby boy learn and grow every
day has been so rewarding!
All in all, planning and having a baby while in dental school was a hard experience but it is something I
would not change for the world. Being a new mother
and balancing my life also reinforced a lot of traits
and qualities as a dentist. Great mothers are always
able to multitask and improvise. All this has made me
even more patient and more empathetic, and I am
definitely a better dentist because of motherhood! ◆
Note: Not everyone is able to plan their pregnancy to an exact timeframe, and this is a mere reflection of my personal experience.

Spring 2020
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gradua
When planning your budget for your
last year in dental school, consider some
of the extra costs you will have besides
tuition, fees, and cost of living.

Thus, say you are a 4th year student
that wants to take the CDCA exam and
apply to 10 residency programs, of which
five of them ask for secondary documentation:

S U M M E R D 3 : This is the beginning
of the registration process for licensing
exams as well as residency programs.

•
•
•
•

EXAMS
• $2250: For the CDCA/ADEX exam,
you will have to pay The Commission
on Dental Competency Assessment
• $2000: For WREB if you are planning
on practicing dentistry on the West
Coast
• $475: For National Boards Part II, paid
to the American Dental Association
PA S S/ M AT C H
In order to apply to residency programs
that participate in MATCH, you must first
obtain a code from MATCH in order to
complete your PASS application. This
code is $95. After you have completed
all the required steps of your PASS application, you will see that for every program you have selected you will need to
pay a little over $100. After the programs
receive your completed application, you
may need to send some of your selected programs secondary documentation.
Many ask for a check or money order
of $30-50 along with a 2X2 photo and
proof from ADA that you passed the DAT
and NBDE I. That is $40 per score per
program.

$95 for MATCH
~$1000 for PASS
$400 as proof of exams
~$200 on checks/money order to programs
• $450 NBDE II
• $2250 CDCA
The rough estimate for this fourth-year
student would be $4395, not including
the cost of mailing secondary documentation or the cost of travel and apparel
for interviews.
These costs are before graduation.
Now, imagine when May comes around,
and we must think of the cost of all paperwork involving state(s) license, DEA
number, etc.
It is no surprise that the degree we
have worked hard for has a high cost to
obtain, and in my opinion, it is completely
worth it. However, being aware of the extra costs in the final year of our predoctoral career--a year that is stressful with
the weight of completing competencies
and taking licensing examinations--could
be worth looking into sooner rather than
later. This could perhaps prepare you
or inspire you to take a second look into
your finances. ◆
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INTERVIEW

many rewards besides working with patients and students alike. Unfortunately, there are always external pressures
that distract you from your primary
passion of learning and education.
From the point of view of private
dental practice, I would say it would be
the management and administration
side of the practice. Fortunately, I have
a wonder team of skilled individuals
who make that task easier for me at the
end of the day!
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Dr. Ronni Schnell
As I was given the opportunity to interview a faculty from our school, with
exorbitant excitement, I was also experiencing a herculean dilemma of which
faculty to cast a spotlight on amidst the
incredible assemblage of professors
we have here at Boston University. Dr.
Ronni Schnell, Clinical Professor and
Director of the Pre-doctoral Removable
Prosthodontics course, has been one
of the most influencing personalities
from whom we get such great insight
on “what is the right way to do remo!”
Besides being a wonderful faculty advisor and mentor for our BU AGD chapter, she has been a stalwart helping us
organize events. I’m sure the graduating class of 2020 would agree on the
fact that we would never have learned
removable dentistry a better way than
from the way she taught us! With the
vast expertise that Dr Schnell brings
with her, we also have some pearls of
wisdom from her for students and the
graduating class alike. I am thrilled to
18
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share some insights with you all!
Growing up, what did you want to
be?
Like every little girl, who always
dreams of wanting to be a requisite
dancer or princess, I wanted to be an
accomplished figure skater, until reality
set in...and here I am!
What made you choose dentistry
and Prosthodontics as a specialty?
Early in my academic career, I was
drawn to the biological sciences and
mathematics. Hence, I knew that I
would probably do something in the
medical field. But it wasn’t until several
fortuitous events that introduced me to
dentistry that I considered this field.
My first encounter in dentistry was
during the summer between high
school and college. I worked as a dental
assistant, substituting for a friend who
wanted to take the summer off. I recall my friend inviting me to her dental

office during her lunch hour who said
that she would teach me everything I
would need to know during that hour! I
learned a multitude of things from her
in that short span from how to load an
amalgam carrier, mix zinc oxy-phosphate cement, clean mercury through
a cheesecloth (this was a very long time
ago!), and set up an operatory.
My next encounter was in college.
We had to do a semester of community service. When I went to sign up,
I was told “the only position left in the
medical field was at the dental clinic” at
a local hospital. This hospital was affiliated with Long Island Jewish Hospital
and soon after I started, I became a Research Assistant to the Dental Director
in the field of TMJ disorders. The rest,
as they say, is history.
What would you consider the most
challenging part of your job?
Based on my experience, the dental
profession as well as academia, has

What are you most proud of about
GSDM?
I have spent my training and most of
my career at Boston University, where I
can attribute much of my professional
success. No matter where your career
takes you, you will always look back to
those special dental school years, the
friendships you made, that special faculty member who left a lasting impression with you and that will guide you
throughout your career.
I am most proud of my degree from
the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine.
GSDM has an amazing legacy of distinguished giants in dentistry who have
had a significant impact on the dental
profession and without whom we would
not be the global and all-encompassing
institution we are today.
How do you like to spend your free
time?
In my free time I would love to spend
time with my family, which isn’t easy
these days, since they are global a
lot, living as close as NYC and having
lived as far away as India and Israel.
Fortunately, we love to travel. I have 3
grandchildren who keep me very busy
as two of them are currently living with
us while their dad is attending a fellowship at Harvard University for the year.
I also enjoy photography, crocheting,
swimming, skiing, and ice skating.
Who has influenced you the most
in life? If you had the opportunity to
meet and have dinner with one person, living or dead, who would it be?
My preeminent life influences have
been both my dad and my maternal

grandfather. They immigrated to this
country; my grandfather from Russia
and my dad from Poland at the age of
16 with zero money or education. They
were extremely determined and selftaught with an amazing work ethic. After a career as a NYC police officer, my
grandfather went on to a second career
in the textile industry in the deep south,
while my dad started a piece goods
manufacturing business that landed
him jobs in the entertainment industry
(movies and television) in NYC.
They would tell stories about the
“old country” and those who influenced
them. I would have loved to meet my
father’s family; his parents and three
sisters who sacrificed everything so that
my dad and his brother could come to
the United States and begin a new life.
What inspires you each day?
I know this will sound cliche, but it
is you! My students (or my patients, if
I am headed into my practice for the
day), who inspire me. If I can create
one “AHA” moment per day, then it
is all worth it.
If you could travel anywhere, which
destination would you choose to go
to, and why?
I have been fortunate to travel to
many places in my lifetime. To quote
Robert Frost, I have “miles to go before
I sleep.” I have not been to the African
continent nor Australia/New Zealand,
so either one would possibly be next
on my bucket list as my children have
already been there and had wonderful
things to say on their visit. I recently
visited Xi’an on the International Externship Program to China which was
such a spectacular experience.
What advice would you offer to our
graduating students?
This one is not just for graduating
students but also each student part of
the GSDM family
Love what you do. Become lifelong
learners. Pay it forward. Being kind is
more important than being right; listen
with your heart. To build a strong team,
value your team, make time for them,
inspire them, and let them soar.

You must see someone else’s strength
as a compliment to your weaknesses,
not a threat to your position. Leaders
who cultivate other leaders multiply
their own successes. Be humble and
always be the hardest worker in the
room. And to paraphrase Dr. McManama - Never try to be the smartest person in the room. And if you are, I suggest you invite in smarter people… or
find a diffrent room! To your successes!
What do you see as the greatest
problem affecting the healthcare delivery systems today?
There isn’t a single problem that one
can isolate.
Understanding the challenges facing
the U.S. healthcare system can be very
daunting due to multiple complexities.
There are prevalent issues such as
managed care, healthcare reforms,
regulatory challenges, the aging population, patient consumerism (“don’t
confuse Google with my medical/dental degree”), big pharma (rising drug
costs), economic factors, training/education challenges, quality of delivery
and advancement of new technologies;
all having a significant impact on the
services we provide.
Add to that the different stakeholders
involved (suppliers, insurers, providers,
etc.) often with conflicting concerns
and interests, and all wanting a piece
of the “pie.” The providers are not the
threat as the consumer would lead you
to believe.
What are some books, videos, podcasts, or websites that you recommend for professional development?
Spear Education (www.speareducation.com) is a terrific resource for professional development. I have had the
opportunity to take some local courses
when they are in the area, as well as
visit their Scottsdale facility. It is their
extensive library of videos, PPTs, articles and podcasts that make their
monthly subscription worthwhile. Be
sure to ask for student pricing for recent graduates. ◆
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AROUND B OSTON
THE ESPLANADE
Running alongside the Charles River
parallel to Storrow Drive is the bike/
walk path also just known as the Esplanade, which offers picturesque sights
alongside the river. It is a great place for
a picnic with friends on a weekend, a
run on the daily, or just a walk to get
some fresh air after sitting in Room 301
all day long. Pro tip: Cross the bridge
over to Memorial Drive and get great
views of the city!
BOSTON PUBLIC LIBR ARY (BPL)
A quick 15-20 minute walk from campus depending on how fast you walk,
the BPL offers a great escape from the
11th floor on the medical school if you
want to get some studying done but
still want to feel like you’re away from
campus. Fool your brain into thinking
you’re going out for a walk, and then
hit the books (or PDFs?) at the BPL for
a nice little change of space.

SUNDUS NOEEN | DMD 2021
Spots to Visit in

BOSTO N

So you’ve made it through years of grueling college courses, pre-health
requirements, a number of standardized exams and are now finally in dental
school. Congrats! However, just as you are exhaling that sigh of relief, you
get hit right back with the dental school curriculum and all the stress that it
brings with it. But fear not! Your upperclassmen, instructors, and professors
are all here to help you. Boston is a great city for school too. Take advantage
of the great spots Boston has to offer, enjoy the warm weather while it lasts,
and breathe! Here are a few spots that you can check out to study, workout,
or simply walk around:
FLOUR BAKERY & CAFÉ
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Flour offers some of Boston’s best pastries, coffee, sandwiches, and more.
There are multiple locations all around
Boston, but if you’re feeling lazy and
just want a quick bite, the Washington
Street location offers the best coffee
(and sticky bun!) break in between
class.

FA N PIE R PA R K
Tucked away in a corner in Seaport,
Fan Pier Park yet again offers amazing
views, from the other side of the city. A
fantastic place for budding photographers and Instagrammers out there for
the perfect gram of a “Boston Sunset.”
Plus, if you’re into seafood and lobster
rolls, there are a bunch!

J . P. L I C K S
Dentists are infamous for having an extra tooth in their mouths aka the sweet
tooth, so go and get yourself to a gigantic scoop of Brownie Brownie Batter (or
choose from a plethora of ah-mazing
flavors) at J.P. Licks that has multiple locations across Boston. Maybe stop by at
the Boylston St location to treat yourself
on the way back from a strenuous and
productive day at the BPL?
CHARLESTOWN
Only a few wander to the “other side of
the bridge” over into Charlestown right
across from the North End, but it is a
great place to literally get away from the
city but still being close enough to catch
a quick Uber back home if you forgot
to submit something on BlackBoard by
a midnight deadline. Take the orange
line all the way to North Station and
go across the bridge on the “Freedom
Trail” to explore Bunker Hill, the USS
Constitution and maybe get a scrumptious dinner at Pier 7, yet again with
great dining views of the city. ◆
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